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About This Game

Ratergy is a competitive local multiplayer game for family and friends. With its short rounds and its cute rats fighting over a
piece of cheese, it is a family-friendly and suited for casual gaming.

The game deliberately refraines from using violent content and is therefore suited as a humorous game for and with kids. It is a
2-4 player local multiplayer focusing on playing together on a large TV screen or monitor.

Ratergy offers enough action to brighten every party. Through the simple game mechanics and the fast-paced combat rounds, it
is aimed particularly at occasional players and beginners. Expert gamers however have also the opportunity to fight over the

cheese dominance on a strategic level by using game elements such as conveyor belts and power ups. Newbie or advanced player
- it is all about the most efficient tactics to gather cheese!

Game principle
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At the beginning of the game, every player chooses a rat nest with two rats. By switching the control between his rats, the player
now tries to be the first to bring 10 pieces of cheese to his nest. He can choose between several levels, which offer a variety of
gaming elements for a more diversified battle over the cheese. The player can use conveyer belts to get faster and activate door

switches to block the way for opposing rats. The usage of power ups such as speed potions, shrinking devices and bombs
guaranties dynamic combats and a lot of fun!
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Title: Ratergy
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Jens Bolanz
Publisher:
Bolanzarts
Release Date: 30 Mar, 2018
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While I really REALLY like this game, Ive discovered a glaring issue... There is a melee to start zombie. And if you are like me
you find that the zombie is outside the play area. Resulting in you not being able to start ANYTHING! When you first start the
game you shoot the zombie, it dies and you start killing. But once this melee to start zombie appears you can't do anything, it
doesn't go away. So for the time being be aware this one thing can break the game for you. Don't want to but have to refund the
game I can't even play any more. The ambient is marvelously well crafted and there is real love put into this game, but the story
makes no sense, the gameplay is full of quirks and bugs and the way the checkpoints are places are ridiculous. This might have
been a great game with a bit more beta testing and bug quashing, but as it is, I feel it is not even worth the time you put into it..
There is no real challenge.... TL;DR: Buy if you liked the Trailer, like challenging combat and you do not mind the price for
around 6 to 12 hours playtime.

Completed all achievements, so basically finished the game once and then beat nightmare mode (new game+).
Was rather short but enjoyable, took me 6 hours for the first playthrough and 3 hours for nightmare mode.

Combat is challenging, but fair. Monsters are quite diverse, none of which seemed to have an unfair advantage.
Bosses and some "friendly" characters are really hard, expect to die here most often.
Might have to do with me putting nearly all my points into Agility though.

Really liked the music and art style, made every boss really feel like a boss.
Keyboard and mouse worked fine for me, no complaints here, it was a very smooth experience.
Tutorial was adequate and most things were quite self-evident anyway.

Nightmare mode does not import your character, you start a new one.
You do not need to choose a relic though, as you get all three and you can choose most weapons.
In my first playthrough it was the Swordspear and Lightfoot, which I did not regret.

Other than that, probably the only thing I disliked a bit was the mechanic of getting stunned when dashing into enemies.
At least if they still had too much stamina, might have been better that simply nothing happened then.

The story was a bit weak as well, but I'd say that would have not been the strong point of that game anyway.
Just wonder if they ran out of time, as the game only has a "bad ending", as indicated by the achievement.

All in all a great game, quite a unique experience.
Game seemed to be developed by one guy as well, excluding art, sound and writing.
Therefore definitely a job well done :). I started playing this game like 7-8 years ago. Those were fun times because you had
enough time to grind to level cap. But since they increased level cap and you get 0.01 from 7-8 mob it is torture to level at
higher levels. Do not start this game unless they change the exp rates and item mall prices.. now that they fixed the bug its really
nice dlc for how cheap it is. I'd say it was rather fun to play. It's a pretty short and easy game despite some tricky jumping
places.
In fact there is one particular location with falling platforms - and it's $#&% awful.
I made this freaking combo-jump like in 100 attempts or so.
Maybe due to camera angles, or maybe there are issues with platforms speed or something.
However, I still recommend the game if it comes with a price-drop.
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\u0440\u0430\u0437.. Worst port i have ever seen, not worth the money. The graphics and the gameplay is awful.. Villagers !=
Banished. Both titles are various games but theme is this same... City builder in early medieval... For me game is harder than
Banished so i had more fun. Different types of maps... River, swamp ( you can see this in Banished)
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Honestly, I find it more fun sometimes than games I've paid 20-40 bucks on. Definitely Reccomend for ♥♥♥♥ing around with
friends.. This was a waste of time, It was cryptic for the sake of it.

Honestly was so excited by some of the humour until 10 min later the game was over.
. the anderson mod is not showing in the game. Sehr realistisch und das beste bis jetzt :). \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing
booorinngggg. You play as a shopkeeper desperately trying to sell his merchandise to a
ponytailed\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 How he does this is he makes up a story about the item in question that will
appeal to the nature of said\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
If you fail to do so he will go away without buying anything only to come back the next day so you can take another crack.

The reason I'm explaining this is so the reader is left with no illusions. I understood the concept and the story, I just didn't think
they were adequete. It is a mini-game you would put into a much larger adventure game, not much more. To compare this to
either Monkey Island or The Twighlight Zone is making abit of a stretch.

The art is decent, the writing above average, the voice acting isn't brilliant but passable. The fact of the matter is that this isn't
much of a game however. There are no puzzles to solve, just a random process of trial and error.
This is a shame. One gets the feeling that the developer could of made something much more.
Hopefully they will in the near future, there is potential.. I rarely give a thumbs down. Prefer to give an up with my complants to
be constructive or give a warning, simply because it's all a matter of taste.

Vox simply didn't care about it's Steam section. Updates seem to happen once in eons, but although the dev makes money from
selling it on Steam, the dev is too lame to give any direction to updates. Here on Steam forums? Elsewhere?
It's a matter of minutes to contact your Steam customer base on the forum, but it's probaly too troublesome to do.

Forget about this dev, forget about this game. Just like the dev forgot about the Steam players who once bought this game,
hoping to get something good.. 6\/10
Not as enjoyable as I had hoped.. SMASH SMASH SMASH SMASH SMASH!
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